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ABSTRACT Membrane proteins and peptides exhibit a preferred orientation in the lipid bilayer while ﬂuctuating in an aniso-
tropic manner. Both the orientation and the dynamics have direct functional implications, but motions are usually not accessible,
and structural descriptions are generally static. Using simulated data, we analyze systematically the impact of whole-body
motions on the peptide orientations calculated from two-dimensional polarization inversion spin exchange at the magic angle
(PISEMA) NMR. Fluctuations are found to have a signiﬁcant effect on the observed spectra. Nevertheless, wheel-like patterns
are still preserved, and it is possible to determine the average peptide tilt and azimuthal rotation angles using simple static models
for the spectral ﬁtting. For helical peptides undergoing large-amplitude ﬂuctuations, as in the case of transmembrane monomers,
improved ﬁts can be achieved using an explicit dynamics model that includes Gaussian distributions of the orientational param-
eters. This method allows extracting the amplitudes of ﬂuctuations of the tilt and azimuthal rotation angles. The analysis is further
demonstrated by generating ﬁrst a virtual PISEMA spectrum from a molecular dynamics trajectory of the model peptide, WLP23,
in a lipid membrane. That way, the dynamics of the system from which the input spectrum originates is completely known at
atomic detail and can thus be directly compared with the dynamic output obtained from the ﬁt. We ﬁnd that ﬁtting our dynamics
model to the polar index slant angles wheel gives an accurate description of the amplitude of underlying motions, together with
the average peptide orientation.INTRODUCTION
Under physiological conditions, biological membranes are in
a fluid-like state (La phase) characterized by the intrinsic
orientational order of liquid crystals and high thermal
disorder (1,2). The constituent molecules, primarily lipids
and polypeptides, are aligned and motionally restricted along
the membrane normal, and experience considerable freedom
to diffuse within the bilayer plane (3). Thus, in these systems
the embedded polypeptides orient themselves in a preferred
alignment and fluctuate around this orientation in an aniso-
tropic manner. The allowed motions cover a wide range of
timescales, as molecules undergo internal and whole-body
fluctuations. For instance, membrane proteins may display
rotational diffusion about the membrane normal, off-axis re-
orientation (wobbling), and lateral diffusion on timescales
from nanoseconds to milliseconds (4,5), whereas internal
peptide-plane librations take place in the picosecond to nano-
second time regime (6,7).
The orientation of a peptide or protein in the membrane
generally has direct functional implications (8–10). For this
reason, this structural property has attracted much attention
and has been the focus of specifically tailored spectroscopic
methods (11–15). In particular, solid-state NMR allows deter-
mination of the conformation and orientation of membrane-
bound peptides and protein fragments. This technique relies
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cal shift anisotropies, dipole-dipole interactions, and quadru-
polar interactions. Among the variety of NMR methods
suitable for studying peptides in membranes, the polarization
inversion spin exchange at the magic angle (PISEMA) exper-
iment simultaneously measures the pairwise 15N chemical
shifts (CS) and 1H-15N dipolar couplings (DC) of all labeled
amide bonds, which are displayed in two-dimensional maps
(11,16–18). For regular a-helical and b-sheet structures, the
PISEMA spectra form characteristic patterns, named polar
index slant angles (PISA) wheels, which can be used to obtain
the peptide tilt and azimuthal rotation angles (19). Addition-
ally, 2H quadrupolar splittings and 13C and 19F chemical shifts
have been successfully used to determine the orientation of
peptides in membranes (8,20–24).
Apart from the usual static structural descriptions, the
dynamics of membrane-bound peptides have also been inves-
tigated. Based on relaxation experiments, motional models
were proposed for peptides in membranes, accounting for
axial diffusion (108–107 s) and off-axis reorientation fluc-
tuations (106–105 s) (4,5). These motions have important
implications for the interpretation of the NMR data, as fluctu-
ations with correlation times faster than the NMR timescale
will lead to a partial averaging of the measured parameters.
However, although the influence of dynamics on different
types of NMR spectra has been noticed (25–29), most struc-
tural NMR studies use static models to calculate the peptide
orientation, and peptide dynamics is, at most, treated collec-
tively by introducing an order parameter as a scaling factor
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2008.12.3950
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2H-NMR data has been previously pointed out, based on the
results of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (30,31). A
thorough evaluation of various dynamic models for this
type of NMR analysis is described in the accompanying
article in this issue (32). Briefly, starting from a static model
where no motions are allowed, several models of increasing
complexity were introduced to account for peptide dynamics.
The results clearly support the previous MD analysis (30),
showing that the helix tilt angle of a mobile peptide can
only be reliably determined when dynamic effects are taken
into account.
The effects of small-amplitude motions in 15N-PISEMA
experiments have already been explored by simulating such
spectra (25), and it was concluded that internal peptide-plane
librations may affect the helical wheel patterns. This latter
work considers only small internal wobble and librational
fluctuations, compared with the much larger amplitudes
shown by the MD simulations and our dynamic 2H-NMR
analysis (30–32). In a more recent investigation, Page et al.
describe perturbations on the shape of the PISA wheels of
the influenza A M2 proton channel transmembrane domain
caused byGaussian distributions of the tilt and azimuthal rota-
tion angles (28). By considering separately the effects of
limited fast rotation about the helix axis or wobbling of the
helix, these authors conclude that fluctuations of this type
were not present at either sufficiently high frequency or
high amplitude to be noticeable in the PISEMA spectra.
However, in the reported case, dynamics can be particularly
limited by the tetrameric organization of the peptide hydro-
philic pore, where the individual helices may be further
anchored because of their amphipathic character (29). Thus,
to expand this view, we perform here a more general study
that shows the expected effects of dynamics on two-dimen-
sional PISEMA spectra for awide range of peptide fluctuating
cases and a full range of realistic orientations.
For rigid peptides (without any internal conformational
fluctuations) with a uniform a-helical structure, the PISEMA
NMR observables are calculated with the assumption of
moderate to broad Gaussian distributions for the tilt and
azimuthal rotation angles. We find that such rigid-body
dynamics with amplitudes typical of monomeric peptides
can significantly affect the simulated PISEMA spectra.
Nevertheless, the typical wheel-like patterns are preserved,
and when static models are used to fit these data, the average
peptide tilt and azimuthal rotation angles can still be extracted
with surprisingly high accuracy, in contrast to the case of
a similar 2H-NMRanalysis (32). Yet, for peptides undergoing
vigorous fluctuations, these fits are accompanied by large
errors, which can be considerably reduced by taking the
dynamic effects into account in the fitting model. This
approach thus allows us to extract quantitative information
on peptide dynamics from the PISEMA spectra in the form
of the amplitude of the underlying fluctuations together with
the average peptide orientation. The validity of such fits toBiophysical Journal 96(8) 3233–3241an explicit dynamic model is illustrated here for the mono-
meric peptideWLP23, whose structure and dynamics are first
described byMD simulations (30). These trajectories are then
used to generate the corresponding PISEMA spectrum, from
which the structural and dynamic parameters are indepen-
dently reextracted with a striking accuracy.
METHODS
Orientation and dynamics parameters
The model used to describe the peptide orientation and dynamics includes
a number of adjustable parameters (Fig. 1). The helix orientation is given
by the tilt angle (t) and the azimuthal rotation angle (r), and fluctuations
of these two angles are simulated by Gaussian distribution functions
(28,30,32):
Fi ¼ Neðði0iÞ2=2s2i Þ; (1)
where i refers to the orientation angle, either t or r, N is a normalization
constant ð1=si
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p Þ, i0 is the mean of the distribution of the considered
angle, and si the standard deviation. Theoretical
15N chemical shifts and
1H-15N dipolar couplings are weighted by the probability distribution and
integrated to give time-averaged values. The quality of the fits is assessed
from the normalized root mean-square deviation (nrmsd) between the exper-
imental and theoretical values:
FIGURE 1 Orientational and dynamic parameters for an a-helical peptide
in a lipid bilayer. A pair of angles, tilt (t) and azimuthal rotation (r), are
sufficient to define the peptide orientation. t is the angle formed between
the molecular long axis of the helix (H) and the membrane normal (N).
We define r as the angle between the direction of the peptide tilt and a vector
perpendicular to H, pointing through the Ca atom of a reference residue
(here the first residue of the peptide).
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CS

CSmax  CSmin þ
rmsdDC
DCmax  DCmin; (2)
where the normalization factors account for differences in the magnitudes of
the dipolar coupling (DC) and chemical shift (CS), and CSmax, CSmin, and
DCmax, DCmin are the maximum and minimum chemical shifts and dipolar
couplings, respectively, measured for each peptide.
An order parameter S, often used to take into account motional averaging
from nonspecific molecular fluctuations, is not considered here (equivalent
to S ¼ 1). Because the effect of this parameter is not fully independent of
the tilt and rotational motions, which are included explicitly, if S were used,
there would be a wide range of combinations of all dynamics parameters
giving very similar results, which increases the uncertainty of the fits (32).
15N chemical shifts and 1H-15N dipolar couplings
of ideal a-helices
A two-dimensional PISEMA experiment measures simultaneously the 15N
chemical shift and 1H-15N dipolar coupling of each 15N-labeled amide
bond, which form a recognizable two-dimensional pattern of resonances
(PISA wheel) for regular a-helices. The PISEMA function is given by the
following equations:
15N CSi ¼ d11x2 þ d22y2 þ d33z2 (3a)
1H 15N DCi ¼

bNH=r
3
NH
 
3 ðcosa sinb x
þ sina sinb y þ cosb zÞ21; (3b)
where x, y, and z are the coordinates of B0 in the
15N principal axis frame
(PAF), d11, d22, and d33 are the principal values of the chemical shift anisot-
ropy (CSA) tensor (d11% d22% d33), and a and b are the polar angles by
which the dipolar tensor can be rotated into the principal axis frame of the
CSA tensor (see Fig. 2). In all cases, we use d11 ¼ 56.3 ppm, d22 ¼ 79.0
ppm, and d33 ¼ 224.0 ppm, which are averages of literature values (25).
15N CSA tensors have been shown to vary from one residue to another in
peptides and proteins. However, this variation does not significantly alter
the PISA wheels in PISEMA spectra (33). The 1H-15N dipolar coupling
constant (bNH) was used as 12,171.5 Hz A˚
3, and the length of the N-H
bond (rNH) as 1.066 A˚, both being averages of experimental NMR data
(25). The angle between d33 and the NH bound, which are both assumed to
lie in the peptide plane, was taken as b ¼ 16.7, and a was set to 0.
The orientation of the helix axis frame (HAF) with respect to B0 (aligned
with the bilayer normal) can be given by the polar coordinates r and t of B0
in the helix axis frame:
B0 ¼ HAF
0
@
cosr sint
sinr sint
cost
1
A: (4)
The HAF and the 15N-PAF are related by a matrix A, such that HAF ¼
PAF A, and the coordinates of B0 in
15N-PAF are given by:
0
@
x
y
z
1
A ¼ A
0
@
cosr sint
sinr sint
cost
1
A: (5)
Then, the associated resonance frequency is computed by substitutingEq. 5 in
Eq. 3. The matrix A depends on the geometry of the peptide plane and the
particular backbone dihedral angles of the helix. Here, we use the model
described byDenny (34). Unless stated otherwise,f andj backbone dihedral
angles are taken as 65 and 40, respectively.
15N chemical shifts and 1H-15N dipolar couplings
from MD simulations
The trajectory of the WLP23 peptide was taken from a previous molecular
dynamics simulation, which consists of a set of five replicas amounting to
a total of 1 ms simulation time (30). The 15N chemical shifts and 1H-15N
dipolar couplings were calculated for each of the 17 core leucines as follows:
15N CSi ¼ d11 sin2ðqi  bÞ sin2li þ d22 cos2li
þ d33 cos2ðqi  bÞ sin2li (6a)
1H 15N DCi ¼

bNH=r
3
NH
 
3 cos2qi sin
2li  1

: (6b)
The subscript i denotes each different residue, qi is the angle between the
amide N-Hi bond and the projection of the magnetic field vector B0 onto
the peptide plane, li is the angle between B0 and the normal to the peptide
plane Ni (Fig. 2). The molecular interconversion rates between characteristic
states of the different replicas studied by molecular dynamics simulations are
assumed to be fast compared with the time resolution of the NMR experi-
ment. That way a single time-averaged peak is generated for each virtual
labeled residue in the theoretical spectrum.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this dynamic evaluation, we consider two types of motion
that can affect the orientation of the peptide molecule: rota-
tional fluctuations about the peptide long axis, which vary
the azimuthal angle r, and wagging of the helix axis with
respect to the membrane normal, which vary the peptide
tilt angle t. Both motions are assumed to be much faster
than the characteristic NMR timescales; hence, the calcu-
lated chemical shifts and dipolar couplings represent aver-
ages over time. These dynamic effects are modeled by means
FIGURE 2 Geometry and definition of parameters used
to calculate the chemical shift and dipolar splitting for
each peptide plane. d11, d22, and d33 are the principal
components of the CSA tensor, with d22 aligned along
the normal to the peptide plane, Ni. The
15N axis frame
is related to the 1H-15N dipolar tensor by the angle b. qi
is the angle between each N-Hi bond and the projection
of the magnetic field vector B0 onto the peptide plane,
and li is the angle between B0 and Ni.
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angles t and r (30,32), each one characterized by a certain
mean value (t0, r0) of largest probability and a standard devi-
ation (st, sr) that represents the amplitude of fluctuations
around the preferred value. Because peptides in lipid bilayers
are expected to experience both types of motion, distribu-
tions of both t and r should be considered simultaneously.
Nevertheless, to better understand the contributions of each
type, they are also analyzed here separately.
Inﬂuence of peptide whole-body motions on PISA
wheels
For a typical helical peptide, a PISEMA spectrum directly
reflects the helix orientation, particularly its tilt angle. A
change in the peptide tilt produces a displacement of the
PISA wheel and a change in its size. Thus, in the case ofBiophysical Journal 96(8) 3233–3241a completely static peptide (st ¼ 0, solid lines in Fig. 3)
in a horizontally aligned membrane sample, all signals will
lie in the upper-left corner of the PISEMA map when the
tilt is small. With an increasing tilt angle the signals migrate
toward the bottom of the map, and the wheel size enlarges,
which also improves the spectral resolution. At large tilts
(approaching 90) the wheel reduces again in size as it moves
toward the right corner of the map.
The consequences of peptide wagging (fluctuation of the
helix tilt) are directly related to the above effects. We analyze
them by considering a peptide with a fixed azimuthal rotation
r, undergoing fluctuations of the tilt around an average angle
t0 with a Gaussian probability distribution st. The resulting
theoretical PISA wheels are shown in Fig. 3 for various mean
tilt angles (t0¼ 10, 30, and 90, panels A, B, and C, respec-
tively) and amplitudes of wagging (st ¼ 0, 10, and 20,
within each panel). The tilt distribution reduces the valuesFIGURE 3 PISA wheels corresponding to mean tilt angles of 10 (A, D, and G), 30 (B, E, and H), and 90 (C, F, and I), calculated for various dynamic
fluctuation modeled by Gaussian distributions. In each PISAwheel a reference peak is marked with a solid dot, corresponding to a signal from the same residue.
Left column (A–C): effect of wagging fluctuations of t, with st ¼ 0 (solid line), 10 (dashed line), and 20 (dotted line). Middle column (D–F): effect of
azimuthal fluctuations of r, with sr ¼ 0 (solid line), 20 (dashed line), and 100 (dotted line). Right column (G–I): effect of simultaneous wagging and
azimuthal fluctuations. Shown are st/sr pairs of 0
/0 (solid line), 0/50 (dashed line), 20/0 (dashed-dotted line), and 20/50 (dotted line).
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value. This produces a downward displacement and a
shrinking of the wheels, compared with the respective static
cases, to an extent that is dependent on the value of the mean
tilt angle and the amplitude of the fluctuations. Thus, for
small and large tilts (Fig. 3, A and C, respectively), there is
a clear displacement of the complete wheel with only a small
reduction in the wheel size. However, for intermediate tilts,
the displacement affects mainly the signals with larger
1H-15N DC and 15N CS and thereby produces a moderate
shift of the wheel center but a distinct change in its size
(Fig. 3 B). The effects illustrated here for the highest value
of st ¼ 20 are significant and may be chosen to represent
the upper limit of fluctuations that can be encountered in
membrane-bound peptides (4,5,28,30,32).
Fluctuations of the azimuthal rotation angle about the helix
long axis also lead to a partial averaging of the NMR signals.
To evaluate specifically the impact of this motion, Gaussian
distributions of r were analyzed for peptides with a fixed tilt
angle. The rotational fluctuations clearly reduce the amplitude
of both the DC and CS values. Compared with the effects of
wagging, however, this does not shift the position of the
PISA wheels, and the dominant effect is a homogeneous
reduction in size. Fig. 3 shows examples for tilt angles t0 ¼
10, 30, and 90 (panels D, E, and F, respectively), with
sr ¼ 0, 20, and 100 (illustrated in each panel with solid,
dashed, and dotted lines, respectively). In the limiting case,
when a peptide rotates freely about its own helix axis, the
PISA wheels will collapse into a single point, whose position
is determined solely by the peptide tilt. It is seen that for
t0¼ 90, all signals overlap completely already for sr¼ 100
(Fig. 3F), which corresponds to the upper limit of fluctuations
observed for membrane-bound peptides (32).
In a more realistic model of a peptide in a lipid membrane,
wagging and rotational fluctuations should be simultaneously
present. This case is illustrated by the simulated PISA wheels
in Fig. 3,G–I, for helices with tilt angles of t0¼ 10, 30, and
90, respectively. The combined effect of tilt and rotational
fluctuations, represented by Gaussian distributions with st
and sr standard deviations, is consistent with the separate
effects of each type of motion. Apart from the direct depen-
dence on the mean tilt angle (t0), the position of the wheels
is dynamically influenced mainly by st. The effect is signifi-
cant for wagging amplitudes that can be encountered with
monomeric membrane-bound peptides (10 < st < 20). In
turn, the amplitude of the rotational fluctuations, represented
by sr, principally determines the size of the wheels, affecting
signal overlap and spectral resolution, with a different impact
depending on the actual tilt of the peptide.
Is the structure analysis affected when dynamics
is ignored?
Although it is unrealistic to assume that any peptide in a fluid
lipid bilayer has a fixed molecular orientation, NMR studies,particularly PISEMA, typically use static models to calculate
the peptide orientation. Because we have seen that PISEMA
spectra can be considerably influenced by whole-body
motions, the question arises whether the orientational param-
eters obtained are still accurate when peptide dynamics is
neglected in the NMR data analysis. In the accompanying
article, it was shown that 2H-NMR analysis can give highly
inaccurate results in such cases (32). To address this question
now for 15N-PISEMA NMR spectra, we have simulated qua-
siexperimental PISAwheels as a reference for an ideal peptide
with uniform a-helical structure undergoing whole-body
motions. These were calculated for the entire range of mean
orientations t0
ref from 0 to 90, an arbitrarily selected
mean value of r0
ref ¼ 180, and several representative stan-
dard deviations of st
ref and sr
ref. These virtual spectra of
a mobile peptide were then fit to extract the apparent orienta-
tional angles using a static model of the same peptide, i.e.,
purposely ignoring the dynamics. The fits are performed as
a grid search over the entire range of 0–90 and 0–360
for t and r, respectively. In all cases, we examined a set of
15N CS and 1H-15N DC values for eight (virtual) 15N-labeled
residues.
It should be noted that, because we use the same helix
conformation and physical parameters to calculate the qua-
siexperimental spectra and to fit them, in the following anal-
ysis the observed drifts can be ascribed exclusively and
specifically to the well-defined whole-body dynamics of
the peptide, which is explicitly used as an input and is thus
being evaluated for several representative cases. If we were
to consider real situations, like those studied experimentally,
other potential sources of divergence from the models used
for the fits would have to be taken into account, such as
details of the backbone structure, differences in the indi-
vidual CSA tensors, and in the relative orientations of the
15N chemical shift and 1H-15N dipolar interaction tensors.
First, we consider the case of our virtual reference peptide
undergoing only wagging motions (sr ¼ 0) at different
mean tilt values and search for the best fits using a static
model. The values of the fitted tilt angles are depicted in
Fig. 4, versus the actual tilt of the reference peptide, for
different amplitudes of the wagging motions. Up to moderate
fluctuations (st
ref < 10), the fitted peptide tilt angles are
very similar to the reference values over the whole range
of t0
ref, with deviations smaller than 10%. Only for strong
wagging motions (st
ref> 10) of helices aligned at tilt angles
close to 0 or 90 does the fit produce tilt values that are
significantly too large or too small, respectively. This means
that, if dynamics is ignored, in cases of helix orientations
near 0 and 90, the tilt angles will be systematically over-
or underestimated, respectively. Nevertheless, as we pointed
out before, such large wagging fluctuations are not usually
expected for membrane-bound peptides.
Next, considering the case where the reference peptide
undergoes only rotational fluctuations (st ¼ 0), we find
that the tilt angles obtained by fitting with a static modelBiophysical Journal 96(8) 3233–3241
3238 Esteban-Martı´n et al.are always very close to the reference values (not shown), as
anticipated from the simulated spectra in Fig. 3, D–F. In all
these cases the fitted r-values are also very similar to the
actual azimuthal rotation angle of the reference peptide,
which has been set here arbitrarily at 180. We have also
simulated PISEMA reference spectra for the case of a typical
peptide undergoing both wagging and rotational fluctuations
for the entire range of t0
ref from 0 to 90, using r0
ref¼ 180,
sr
ref ¼ 50, and stref ¼ 10. Fits against these virtual data
using a static model produce tilt values that are almost coin-
cident with the actual tilt angles of the reference for the
complete range of t0
ref from 0 to 90.
We have thus shown that dynamics can have a significant
effect on the appearance of PISEMA spectra but that it is still
possible to determine the peptide tilt and azimuthal rotation
angles rather accurately even if their mobility is ignored in
the analysis. This conclusion is in contrast to the situation
of calculating tilt angles from 2H-NMR data (32). In line
with these observations, the tilt angles determined from
2H-NMR data of several model peptides WLP/WALP and
KLP/KALP were systematically smaller than predicted
from MD simulations (30,31,35). The reported tilt angles
were also smaller than expected for scenarios of positive
hydrophobic mismatch (35–39). On the other hand, it was
noticed, although from different systems, that the tilt angles
of transmembrane peptides determined from 15N-PISEMA
data were usually larger than the values from 2H-NMR data
and that they had a stronger mismatch dependence (38–41).
Our present analysis confirms that PISEMA data, unlike
2H-NMR data (32), can in most cases be safely interpreted
without the need to take dynamics into account. This finding
is always valid for intermediate tilt angles ~45 and holds for
any tilt undergoing only moderate fluctuations (st < 10
, see
FIGURE 4 Analysis of the deviations encountered on fitting a mobile
peptide with a static model. Best-fit t-values as a function of the actual
mean tilt of the reference peptide, which is a virtual case with a rotation
angle of 180 undergoing wagging fluctuations with st
ref ¼ 10 (dashed
line), 20 (dashed-dotted line), 30 (dotted-dashed line), and 40 (dotted
line). The solid line corresponds to the perfect fit for st
ref ¼ 0.Biophysical Journal 96(8) 3233–3241Fig. 4). Because most peptide helices that have been studied
by PISEMA are arranged as oligomers (39,41,42) and are
thus expected to exhibit moderate dynamics (28), the previ-
ously published results appear to be correct, even though
only static models have been used.
Can information on dynamics be extracted from
PISEMA data?
Application of a suitable dynamic model in the data analysis
can in principle give insights into the amplitudes of fluctua-
tions, as illustrated by the interpretation of 2H-NMR data in
the accompanying article (32). In that case we found that the
B
A
FIGURE 5 Virtual PISEMA spectra ofWLP23 in a dimyristoylphosphati-
dylcholine membrane calculated from the trajectories of an atomistic MD
simulation (30). (A) All signals corresponding to the 17 leucine residues of
the peptide are shown, with those of the six residues used here for the fits
(positions 10–15) marked with solid circles. (B) Best-fit PISA wheels to the
virtual PISEMA spectrum of WLP23. The six quasiexperimental signals of
residues 10–15, used here for the fits, are marked with open circles. The
dashed line is the best-fit PISA wheel corresponding to a static model, where
the positions of the fitted signals are markedwith solid squares. The solid line
is the best-fit wheel calculated with a dynamic model (explicit fluctuations of
t and r), where the fitted signals are marked with crosses.
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mated, even though different combinations of the four param-
eters t0, r0, st, and sr may give fits of similar quality. These
families of acceptable values were observed as broad and
shallow minima of the rmsd function, which permitted us to
find at least some limiting values for the orientational and
dynamic parameters.
For the analysis of PISEMA data, the accurate access to
the averaged t-and r-values, irrespective of dynamics,
means that we can include dynamic parameters in the fitting
procedure without introducing any ambiguity in the calcu-
lated peptide orientation. Yet, for up to moderate peptide
fluctuations, there is little margin to guide the search of these
additional parameters because the errors are already very
close to the intrinsic experimental errors (see an example
in Page et al. (28)). For very mobile peptides, on the other
hand, the fitting procedure should be sufficiently sensitive
to allow determining such additional dynamic parameters,
especially along the 15N CS dimension.
We have found no clear-cut example in the literature of
experimental PISEMA data on a highly mobile peptide,
probably because most studies were carried out with oligo-
mers. Therefore, we decided to generate quasiexperimental
PISEMA data for a vigorously fluctuating monomeric
peptide by calculating the virtual spectrum from existing
MD simulations of WLP23 in dimyristoylphosphatidylcho-
line bilayers (30). The MD trajectory consists of five replicas
of the simulated system, evolving for a total simulation time
of 1 ms. During this time, both the helix tilt and azimuthal
rotation angles are seen to sample a wide range of values cor-
responding to broad amplitude distributions (30). For this
and for a similar case it has been reported that these distribu-
tions can reproduce and explain, to a good approximation,
the experimental 2H-NMR splittings measured with the
same peptide and lipid membranes (30,31). Thus, although
it is only a simulated case, this system can be considered
a realistic example of a highly fluctuating monomeric
peptide. Note also that the advantage of generating spectra
from an MD trajectory is that the complete dynamic input
is known for the analyzed system, and it can thus be directlycompared with the dynamic output obtained from the fit with
the simplified model of whole-body fluctuations.
The experiment-like PISEMA spectrum calculated for the
17 leucine residues of WLP23 in the MD trajectory is shown
in Fig. 5 A. According to a previous MD study, peptide-plane
librations may distort the PISA wheels and give rise to
smeared-out patterns (25). However, our spectrum retains
the wheel-like features, resembling experimental PISEMA
spectra of a-helical peptides, despite the peptide-plane
motions and the nonideality of the conformation throughout
the trajectory. This finding shows that in our simulations the
use of several replicas, each one run for up to 200 ns, samples
peptide-plane librations over a large number of different
peptide conformations, which effectively average into a fairly
uniform structure. The resulting PISA wheel was fit twice,
using either a static or a comprehensive dynamic model, as
illustrated in Fig. 5 B, and the corresponding best-fit parame-
ters are collected in Table 1. As expected, even for such
a peptide undergoing vigorous fluctuations of large amplitude
(st z 15, sr z 50, see discussion above), the fit using
a simple static model gives the correct helix tilt and azimuthal
rotation angles (34 and 166 from the fit versus 31 and 173
from the simulation, see Table 1). However, the rmsd errors
remain large, especially in the chemical shift dimension,
which allows further improvement by fitting to a dynamic
model. The fitted PISA wheels including fluctuations of
t and r indeed have the effect of reducing the errors signifi-
cantly, for both the 1H-15N DC and for the 15N CS, to values
below their usual experimental error (Fig. 5 B, crosses and
solid line). Moreover, although the mean tilt and rotation
angles remain very similar to the values obtained from the
static fit, the amplitudes of wagging and azimuthal fluctua-
tions are found to fit very well to the values calculated directly
from the MD simulation (15 and 46 from the fit versus 12
and 58 from the simulation, see Table 1). Note also that this
simulated PISEMA spectrum of WLP23 can be fit correctly
(with low errors) only when the whole-body motions are
taken into account. This is in contrast to the reported case of
fitting to the 2H-NMR splittings that had been back-calculated
from the same MD trajectory, for which it was possible toTABLE 1 Orientational angles and dynamic ﬂuctuations of WLP23 as obtained directly from a set of MD trajectories and from
a quasiexperimental PISEMA spectrum calculated from these MD simulations
Model
Orientational parameters Dynamics parameters rmsd
t ()* r ()* st ()
y sr ()
y CS (ppm) DC (kHz)
MDz 31 (36) 173 (167) 12 (10) 58 (56) — —
Fitted, static 34 166 0 0 4.5 1.9
Fitted, dynamic 32 166 15 46 0.4 0.2
MD trajectories are from Esteban-Martı´n and Salgado (30). Both a static model and a dynamic fluctuation model were used. The best-fit set of parameters is
given, corresponding to the rmsd minimum value of the global scoring function (see Methods).
*Averaged values of the distributions.
yStandard deviations of the distributions.
zFor parameters extracted directly from the MD simulation, two values are given, corresponding to the actual distributions and (between parenthesis) to
a Gaussian distributions fitted to the MD histogram.
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3240 Esteban-Martı´n et al.perform similarly good fits with a static model and with
various alternative dynamic models (30).
CONCLUSIONS
It is fundamentally important to consider the dynamics of
membrane-bound peptides and proteins, as they not only
may be of functional relevance but may also have practical
consequences for the interpretation of spectroscopic data.
For 15N-PISEMA NMR experiments of helical peptides and
protein fragments, rigid-body fluctuations will produce
changes in the spectral patterns. We find that the standard
analysis of PISEMAdata (wheremotions are usually ignored)
correctly yields the mean values of the orientational parame-
ters, although a fit with a dynamic model can give a more
comprehensive description of the mobile system. Rotational
oscillations about the helix long axis mainly change the size
of the PISA wheels, whereas off-axis wagging fluctuations
affect mostly the wheel position. These effects are negligible
for peptides with lowmobility, as in the case of oligomers, but
are expected to be important for highly mobile monomers. In
the latter case, the main features of their wagging and
azimuthal fluctuations can be captured by including Gaussian
distribution of the orientational angles in the fitting function.
Thus, together with the time-averaged peptide tilt and
azimuthal rotation angles, the amplitudes of their respective
fluctuations can also be determined. Such information will
be important to distinguish peptidemonomers fromoligomers
in their membrane-bound state as well as to compare with
results from molecular simulations and ultimately help in
envisioning realistic functional models.
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